1

Across

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

1 Following the rules, find
somewhere to sleep
right out in the East (8)

12

13

6 Statements about wills
old and new (10)

14

16

13 Old saying? Well, it's
from an age after Year
1 (5)

17

15

18

19
20

21

14 Guilty plea to get in?
(9)

22

23

28

24

29

25

30

26

27

31

15 Store gold in to get the
jump on thieves (5)
32

16 Valuable find might be
a bit controversial (5)

33

34

35

36

37

38

18 Finish rinse and stress
about locks (7)

39

19 Sounds like competition
for a poet (6)

40

43

21 Fat Greek character
pulling cover round (5)

44

48

23 Took action when
newsman was
confronted by mad
feline (5)

49

41

45

50

42

46

51

47

52

53

54

55
56

57

58

25 Always the poet (3)
59

60

26 Welsh town has some
tidy houses (5)
28 Knave joined the
worker's organisation
to show the flag (5,4)
30 Vehicle with which to
start a business (3)
31 Eve nags madly and
gets her own back (7)
32 Wipe out Vera's
enemies (5)
33 Dandies are left out of
failed attempts (4)
34 Extremely bright flare?
(4)
36 Almost one in ten
found in the joint (5)
39 Woodland animal is
almost a description of
caviar! (3,4)
40 Take the piste? (3)
41 Marking up the French
ringer in part of
Germany (9)
43 Bay concealed ship in
its bottomless depth
(5)
44 In disrobing, sash is
retained (3)
45 Russian says yes to tea
in his country home (5)
47 Piece of wood around
the Northern slope (5)
48 Back on board (6)
50 Murder weapon found

in Toga rotter was
wearing (7)
53 French one seen in
South African Airways
bath (5)
56 Curry may be found
sometimes in Bali (5)
57 Poor health for partner
(5,4)
58 Sounds like a blue coat
in France (5)
59 Crazy croppers might
pan for gold (10)
60 Tragic figure larking
about in the East (8)

9 They would be very
concerned about 17
down (17)
10 Call for an arrangement
to re-cut ceasefire (5)
11 Can't a jewellers
magnifier be used to
reveal a melon? (10)
12 Pick up a vehicle in Oz
(3)
17 Greenpeace send Sid
around to look after
these (10,7)
20 It's like this in the
South USA (4)
22 The laity help to
reorganise a hobby (9)

Down
2 A comic feast? (5)

23 Arrange to be seen in
the kitchen (3)

3 Unidentified American
may be female (3)

24 Small amounts of
flatfish? (4)

4 It's precisely what a
divorcee should do on
stage (5)

27 An anger it developed
over Falklands dispute?
(9)

5 Raise a storm when it
sounds like casual
worker is French (7)

29 Jungle Book author
leaves Heather and
takes a nap (3)

6 Enquire in backstreet
about jobs (5)

33 Futile expectation of
vanguard in battle
(7,4)

7 Matchless ladies? (9)
8 7 down wouldn't have
the wedding version of
this (11)

35 Unit found in
measuring yellow cloth
(3)

37 Imaginary terrors of
horses in the dark (10)
38 Pirate is partly joking
(4)
39 It's in an area right to
raise a family (4)
40 Small gin-based drink
was Goliath's downfall
(9)
42 Neckwear found in a
boat? (3)
46 Appropriate path for
Puss in Boots? (7)
49 Such radiation may call
for some use of
parasols (5)
51 Are found in Rolls
Royce less frequently
(5)
52 Dainty, like a river
flowing west in France
(5)
54 Distraught Tuvalu
leader leaves in a flap
(5)
55 Babe loses article in
retreat of tide (3)
58 We hear that it's
everything to a cobbler
(3)

